1 Introduction

The Paleogene strata(with a depth of more than 2500m) in the Bohai sea is complex(Xu Changgui,2006), the reservoir buried deeply, the reservoir prediction is difficult(LAI Weicheng,XU Changgui,2012), and more than half of the drilling well loss are due to that the reservoir prediction is not accurate. Reservoir prediction results have become the keys to control the success of deep exploration in the Paleogene of the Bohai Sea(XU Changgui,2013). In the case of reservoir prediction based on seismic attributes, the application of the simple single attribute analysis into prediction of reservoirs are often more problematic for the characteristics of deep sandy sand in the area. Therefore, in order to make efficient use of seismic data and reduce seismic attributes Multi-solution, thus highlighting the seismic reflection characteristics of favorable reservoirs, thence the method of seismic multi-attribute fusion is applied to predict and reservoirs. Prior to the integration of seismic attributes, it is generally necessary to optimize a large number of attributes(Yin Xingyao and Zhou Jingyi,2005). Analysis of correlation between attributes and reservoir lithology will be firstly operated, and select the most sensitive attributes to geological conditions(Gu Faming,2009). Secondly, the correlation between the selected attributes will be calculated. Finally, since the different attributes have different dimensions and range of values, some multi-attribute fusion methods need to optimize the attributes before the attribute fusion, such as normalization, the principal component analysis and so on. This paper will mainly introduce the application of RGB attribute fusion and cluster analysis attributes fusion in reservoir prediction.

This article would mainly discuss the above two technologies.

2 Two different attributes fusion techniques

2.1 RGB seismic attributes fusion technology

The seismic image based on RGB-IHS transform is a technique of spatial standardization of sliced multi-attribute images and reconstructing pixel code, and then mapping to IHS space to fuse and generate new images. Based on seismic multi-attribute imaging, the color resolution increased from 256 colors to 16 million colors, thus greatly improving the accuracy of reservoir identification. At present, RGB attributes fusion technology is mainly used for river identification(Zhang Chi etal,2013).Based on the integration of attribute data, the application of color overlay characteristics will highlight the geometric characteristics of the river, resulting a greater degree of improvement of a single attribute recognition effect.

2.2 Cluster analysis attributes fusion technology

Cluster analysis refers to grouping a collection of physical or abstract objects into a number of categories of analysis processes that consist of similar objects(Liu Qiang,2011;Wang Weitao and Wang Baoshan,2012).By extracting a variety of inter-layer seismic attributes and analyzing logging and geological data, thus eliminating the insensitive attributes and optimizing the seismic attributes in accordance with the law of geological background distribution, then reflecting the geological information and the sand bodies distribution prediction through the multi-attribute clustering analysis technology. In the case of optimizing attributes, the preferred seismic attributes are determined by attribute correlation coefficient analysis and four-dimensional intersection analysis. Based on the geological characteristics, well position and research purpose of the study area. Unconstrained cluster analysis was used to obtain the results and the results are calibrated with the well
information, the existing sedimentation and seismic reflection characteristics to testify the sand distribution through the cluster analysis technology.

As a kind of mathematical classification method, cluster analysis can be effectively used to exploit the data distribution law from massive seismic data and depict the subtle changes in seismic data. The seismic attribute fusion method with cluster analysis significantly improves the correlation coefficient between seismic attributes and reservoir sand bodies.
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